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It’s been 40 years since the American singer/songwriter Elliott Murphy first made his mark on the rock 
music scene with his debut album Aquashow. The opener of this album that has since gained cult status was 
entitled ‘Last Of The Rock Stars’ – in some ways that’s a clairvoyant motto for a remarkable career that’s not 
near its end. The 63-year-old artist who has been living in France for many years still has a few surprises up 
his sleeve. He never quite became a commercial rock star with #1 hits but Elliott Murphy is still a vital, 
seeking, creative force and someone who has never let himself be bent or pushed around, even though he 
might have stood in his own way once or twice. But that didn’t stop him from releasing album after album 
with admirable regularity and quality. It Takes A Worried Man is his brand new album on Blue Rose 
Records. It’s not an anniversary record, simply another excellent album by Elliott Murphy who – in his own 
way – may be a true rock star and certainly is a unique artist.   
 
In the New York of the 1970ies, Elliott Murphy was a member of the intellectual troubadour/songwriter 
scene that flirted with Bob Dylan and Lou Reed and the music of David Bowie and Bruce Springsteen. His 
peers were Patti Smith, Talking Heads, Ramones, David Johansen, and Velvet Underground. With 
Aquashow and the following albums Lost Generation, Night Lights and Just A Story From America he 
became one of the most ambitioned, hopeful singer-songwriters, sounding modern and taking on the 
zeitgeist – an eccentric and an individualist. Since those times of the “New Dylan” era, Elliott Murphy is no 
longer quite in the international media’s focus as much as he could be. He left New York in the late 80s and 
relocated to France and opted to pursue his artistic endeavors outside of the major label mainstream. 
Working with smaller labels he fulfilled his artistic vision and cultivated his status as one of the last 
rock’n’roll bohemians. Over here in Europe he has made a name for himself with numerous albums and 
tours in all of the continent’s worthwhile clubs as a remarkable artist and excellent entertainer. With his 
sonorous voice and his propensity to rock, he manages to mesmerize any audience. A thinking, well-read, 
literary ambitious American artist who has learned to see the ways of the world from a European point of 
view. 
 
Since 1995 Blue Rose have been releasing Elliott Murphy’s albums - he is one of the label’s pillars. It Takes 
A Worried Man is his 33rd album, more than a third of his oeuvre was released on Blue Rose. And almost 
all of these albums were developed in collaboration with French guitarist Olivier Durand. He has long been 
one of Europe’s finest, most original stringbenders with his fluid solos and excellent slide playing on 
acoustic & electric guitar and his mandolin picking. Together with Laurent Pardo (bass) and Alan Fatras 
(drums) he forms Elliott’s backing band, The Normandy All-Stars. They have been accompanying Murphy 
on Coming Home Again (2006), Notes From The Underground (08), Alive In Paris (09) and Elliott 
Murphy (10) and are doing so on It Takes A Worried Man. Murphy himself usually plays acoustic or 
electric guitar but also contributes banjo, piano and harmonica. And his 22-year-old son Gaspard Murphy is 
becoming an integral part as well. He had produced his father’s most recent album, this time he contributes 
a number of instruments to most songs - guitars, keyboards, percussion and backing vocals – and is 
responsible for programming, samples as well as string and horn arrangements. New York session player 
Kenny Margolis (Cracker, Mink DeVille, Silos, Lucky 7, UpSouth Twisters) provides keyboards and Bruce 
Springsteen’s wife Patti Scialfa is the female voice on “I Am Empty”. 
 
Elliott Murphy goes folk? Opening his new album, Elliott Murphy interprets the traditional ‘Worried Man 
Blues’ in a Woody Guthrie-meets-Fred Eaglesmith  arrangement, with banjo, mandolin, guitar and 
harmonica providing the bed for his quirky vocal. But don’t let that fool you, for the most part It Takes A 
Worried Man is a pretty rocking, electric and electrifying album. There’s the catchy ‘Angeline’ with its 
sluggish Stones sound, ‘Little Big Man’ with its dylanesque lyric about characters like Mister Jackson and 
Fanny Gonzales which would fit right in on Tempest. Olivier Durand steps out for the first time in the outro 
solo. ‘Murphyland’ is nothing less than the ideal adaptation of the longtime fan name for his music. In the 
middle of the album, ‘I Am Empty’ is perhaps the most impressive new song, starting out as a folk song with 
acoustic guitar and harmonica before it develops into a veritable hymn – Patti Scialfa sings ‘Hallelujah’ in 
the background and Gaspard Murphy adds drama with church organ and mellotron. ‘He’s Gone’ follows 
with grand gestures, pathos and a big arrangement including layers of Durand guitars. ‘Day For Night’ is 
clearly the album’s straightest rock song while ‘Eternal Highway’ rolls along in relaxed country rock manner 
before the album ends profoundly on ‘Even Steven’. In the album’s final number we hear Murphy solo with 
his typical dylanesque singing voice, accompanying himself on piano. A song that reverberates for a long 
time! Impressive. 

  


